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The self-propelled Verti-Drain®

7007 can be used either as a 

sit-on aerator, or as a walk in

front. The highly maneuverable

Verti-Drain® 7007 can quickly and

easily treat hard to reach areas.

The unit deep aerates and cores

down to 6" deep, which is deeper

than any other walk-behind or

sit-on aerator.
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FEATURE BENEFIT

Verti-Drain Lifts and cracks the soil using its unique adjustable 
parallelogram forced heave.

Fast operation Out performs most popular self-propelled aerators.

Latest technology Hydraulic lifting of the tines into/out of the ground and 
a virtually maintenance free operation.

Working width 27” (675 mm)

Working depth Up to 6” (150 mm)

Weight 1,120 lbs (510 kg)

Engine Honda 13 HP, with electric start

Hole spacing side-to-side 2 1⁄8“ (55 mm)

Hole pattern Hydrostatic: from 11⁄8 “x 21⁄8 “ to 43⁄8”x 21⁄8 “

Capacity (maximum) From 5,705 sq ft/hr (530 sq m) up to 22,820 sq ft/hr (2,120 sq m)

Ground pressure 0.7 bar (max)

Shipping dimensions 40” x 50” x 44” (1.0m x 1.3m x 1.1m)

Maximum tine size Solid 1⁄2” x 6” (12 x 150 mm)
Hollow 3⁄4” x 6” (19 x 150 mm)

Lubrication grease EP 2

Hydraulic oil environmentally safe shellbio-hydraulic oil

Standard tines 5⁄16” X 6” (8 mm X 152 mm) solid w/adapters

Accessories available Turf Hold Down Kit
Rear Roller
Core Collector
Pencil Tine Block
Core Deflector Plate
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The market leading range of Verti-Drains have outsold and
outperformed all competitors for the past twenty years. With a
model to suit virtually every application, it's the widest range
available anywhere.

Our commitment is to fully satisfy the needs of our customer.
For immediate assistance, contact your local distributor or our
Sales & Marketing Office at 636-326-1009.

The 7007 is a concept in deep tine aeration from
Redexim North America. This new Verti-Drain® has the
walk in front versatility and maneuverability for the
superintendent that only uses pedestrian machines on
his greens. The 7007 also incorporates the convenience
of ride-on ability to get you quickly to the next green.
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